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We prove that the number of conjugacy classes of primitive permutation groups
cmn.  .of degree n is at most n , where m n denotes the maximal exponent occurring
in the prime factorization of n. This result is applied to investigating maximal
subgroup growth of infinite groups. We then proceed by showing that if the
point-stabilizer G of a primitive group G of degree n does not have thea
 .alternating group Alt d as a section, then the order of G is bounded by a
polynomial in n. This result extends a well-known theorem of Babai, Cameron and
Palfy. It is used to prove, for example, that if H is a subgroup of index n in a groupÂ
< < cG, and H is a product of b cyclic groups, then G: H F n where c dependsG
on b. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Estimating the orders of primitive permutation groups has been an
ongoing research project in the past hundred years or so, with various
w xapplications to other areas. See, for example, 11, 49, 38, 4, 5, 14, 8, 41 .
More recently it became clear that, for certain purposes, it is also essential
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to estimate the number of primitive groups or of certain types of primitive
.groups of given degree, up to permutation equivalence. Such estimates
w xhave been obtained in the context of abstract group enumeration 39 ,
w x w xrandom generation of groups 6, 12, 33, 35 , subgroup growth 30, 45 , and
w xautomorphism groups of hypergraphs 7 . Most of these estimates are now
superseded by our main result.
 .Let m n denote the maximal exponent of a prime in the prime factor-
 . ization of the natural number n. Clearly m n F log n in this paper
.logarithms with unspecified base are to the base 2 .
THEOREM I. The number of conjugacy classes of primiti¨ e subgroups of
 . cmn.the symmetric group Sym n is at most n , where c is some absolute
 . c log nconstant. Consequently, Sym n has at most n conjugacy classes of
primiti¨ e subgroups.
 .This confirms a conjecture of Peter Neumann private communication .
w x  . c log 3 nFor comparison, it is shown in 6 that Sym n has at most n
w x  .conjugacy classes of maximal primitive subgroups, and in 39 that Sym n
has at most nc log
2 n conjugacy classes of sol¨ able primitive subgroups.
w xImproving a result from 40 we prove that, for some « ) 0 and
 . « log n r log log nfor infinitely many n, Sym n has at least n pairwise non-
isomorphic primitive solvable subgroups. This shows that Theorem I is
close to best possible.
 .Let m s m G denote the number of maximal subgroups of index nn n
in a finitely generated group G. If G is a profinite group we assume it is
finitely generated topologically and count only maximal open subgroups of
 4  .G. The series m referred to as the maximal subgroup growth of G andn
associated zeta functions have been the subject of extensive research in
w x  .the past few years 10, 12, 33, 35, 27, 29, 43 . It is easy to see that m Gn
 .grows super-exponentially when G is a non-cyclic free group. This is also
w xtrue 43 when G is a free product of finite groups different from C )C .2 2
 .  w xHowever, if G is solvable then m G grows polynomially in n see 33 ,n
w x .and 12 for a more general result .
Using Theorem I we establish the following.
 .COROLLARY II. Let G be a finitely generated group and let m s m G .n n
Then
 . c log ni either m F n for some c ) 0 and for all n, or the alternatingn
 .group Alt n occurs as an upper composition factor of G for infinitely many n;
c n’ .ii either m F n for some c ) 0 and for all n, or for infinitelyn
 .  .many n G has a quotient which is isomorphic to Sym n or Alt n .
Recall that an upper composition factor of G is a composition factor of
a finite quotient of G.
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 . It should be noted that part i above is best possible in the context of
.profinite groups ; indeed, we construct a 2-generated profinite group G
 . c log nwith no alternating upper composition factors, such that m G G nn
 .for some c ) 0 and for infinitely many n see Example 4.4 below . It would
 .be interesting to find out whether the bound in part ii is also best
possible.
The proof of Theorem I relies in various ways on a well-known result of
w x  . Palfy and Wolf 37, 50 : Primitive solvable subgroups of Sym n orÂ
 . m.equivalently irreducible subgroups of GL m, p , n s p have order
bounded by a polynomial in n. For an account of extensions and applica-
w x w xtions of this useful result, see 42 and the survey paper 40 .
Our second result on primitive groups is yet another such extension. We
 .  .say that a finite group G is Alt d -free if Alt d cannot be obtained as a
quotient of a subgroup of G. This is tantamount to saying that G satisfies
the well-known Babai]Cameron]Palfy restrictions on compositionÂ
w xfactors 8 .
 .THEOREM III. Let G be a primiti¨ e subgroup of Sym n and H an
 . < <  .cAlt d -free subgroup of index k in G. Then G F kn where c depends on d.
Recall that the Babai]Cameron]Palfy Theorem states that, if G is anÂ
 . < < cAlt d -free primitive permutation group of degree n, then G F n , where
c depends on d. Theorem III gives rise to the following extension.
COROLLARY IV. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group on a set X
of size n.
 .  .i Let a g X and suppose the point-stabilizer G is Alt d -free. Thena
< < cG F n , where c depends on d.
 .ii More generally, let S : X and suppose the pointwise stabilizer GS .
 . c < <of S is Alt d -free. Then G F n , where c depends on d and S .
 .Part ii may be regarded as a common generalization of the
Babai]Cameron]Palfy Theorem and the fact that permutation groupsÂ
with a base of bounded size have polynomial order. We note that the
 .  .assumption that G or G is Alt d -free does not imply that G isa S .
 .Alt d9 -free for some d9 depending on d, and so Corollary IV is a proper
extension of the Babai]Cameron]Palfy Theorem.Â
We now turn to another application of Theorem III. It has recently been
w xshown in 9 that the order of transitive groups of degree n with a cyclic
point-stabilizer is polynomially bounded. It turns out that the same holds
if we assume that the point-stabilizer can be written as a product of
boundedly many cyclic groups. In other words, we obtain the following.
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THEOREM V. Let H be a subgroup of index n in the finite group G, and
< < csuppose H is a product of b cyclic groups. Then G: H F n , where cG
depends on b.
Here H denotes the G-core of H.G
An infinite group is called boundedly generated if it is the product of
w xfinitely many cyclic groups. It was proved by Kropholler 24 that solvable
w xminimax groups have this property. By a result of Lubotzky and Mann 32
finitely generated residually finite groups of finite rank are virtually
solvable minimax groups. It follows that finitely generated residually finite
groups of finite rank are boundedly generated.
As a finitary analogue of this we prove the following.
THEOREM VI. Let G be a finite group of rank r. Then G is a product of at
most c cyclic groups, where c depends on r.
Recall that the rank of a finite group G is the minimal integer r such
that every subgroup of G can be generated by at most r elements.
w xTheorem VI can also be viewed as an extension of Theorem 5.1 of 34 .
Combining the last two results we obtain the following.
COROLLARY VII. Let H be a subgroup of rank r and index n in a finite
< < cgroup G. Then G: H F n where c depends on r. In particular, the order ofG
a transiti¨ e permutation group of degree n and of fixed rank is bounded abo¨e
by a fixed polynomial in n.
The second assertion in Corollary VII can also be deduced from a
w xrecent work of Segal 46 .
Our paper is organized as follows: Section 1 is devoted to solvable
 .primitive subgroups of Sym n . We show that the number of conjugacy
c log n r log log n’classes of such subgroups is bounded above by n for all n,
and bounded below by nc9 log n r log log n for infinitely many n. In Section 2
 . cm2we show that GL m, p has at most p irreducible subgroups, and this
establishes Theorem I in the affine case. The proof of Theorem I is then
completed in Section 3, in which primitive groups of non-affine type are
enumerated. In Section 4 we enumerate maximal subgroups of given index
in infinite groups and prove Corollary II. Extensions of the
Babai]Cameron]Palfy Theorem are established in Section 5, whereÂ
 .Theorem III and with it Corollary IV are derived. The rest of our results
are proved in Section 6, which deals particularly with groups of bounded
 .rank. We note that all our results like other recent results in this area
apply the Classification of Finite Simple Groups.
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1. SOLVABLE GROUPS
 .Fix a prime p, and let d G denote the minimal number of generators of
the group G. The following lemma is a special case of results obtained by
w xBryant, Kovacs, and Robinson 23, 13 .Â
LEMMA 1.1.
 .  .i If G is a completely reducible subgroup of GL m, p , p prime, then
3 .d G F m.2
 .  .ii If G is a sol¨ able irreducible subgroup of GL m, p , m G 2, then
 .  .’d G F c m log pr log m for some absolute constant c ) 0.
 .COROLLARY 1.2. Let G be a sol¨ able irreducible subgroup of GL m, p .
Then
’d G F c log nr log log n , .
where n s pm and c is some absolute constant.
 .Proof. We have log n s m log p. If m - log p, then by part i of
3 3 . ’Lemma 1.1 we have d G F m - log n . On the other hand m G log p2 2
1  .implies that log m G log log n. By part ii of Lemma 1.1 this yields2
log n log n’d G F c F c 2 . . ’ ’log m log log n
Our statement follows.
 w x.We also need two results of Palfy see 39, 37, 50 .Â
LEMMA 1.3. The number of conjugacy classes of maximal irreducible
 . 20 log 3 mq5sol¨ able subgroups of GL m, p , p prime, is at most m .
 .LEMMA 1.4. A sol¨ able completely reducible subgroup of GL m, p has
order at most 24y1r3pcm, where c s 2.243 . . . .
 .The next result plays a crucial role in the proof of Theorem I. In part i
 .below, and in the rest of the paper, o 1 stands for a term which tends to
zero as pm tends to infinity.
LEMMA 1.5.
 .  .i The number of completely reducible sol¨ able subgroups of GL m, p
is at most p5qo1..m
2
.
 .ii The number of conjugacy classes of irreducible sol¨ able subgroups
c log n r log log n . m’ .of GL m, p is at most n where n s p and c is an
absolute constant.
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Proof. A maximal solvable completely reducible subgroup M of
 .GL m, p is a direct product of groups M , M , . . . , M , where M is a1 2 k i
 .  .maximal solvable irreducible subgroup of GL m , p i s 1, . . . , k andi
m q ??? qm s m. Moreover, the conjugacy classes of the groups M in1 k i
 .  .GL m , p determine M up to conjugacy in GL m, p . Fixing a partitioni
 4m of m as above and using Lemma 1.3, we see that the number ofi
m2 k 20 log 3 m iq5  20 log 3 mq5.m m2 choices for M is at most p  m F m ? p asis1 i
.k F m . Since the number of partitions m q ??? qm s m is at most1 k
2 my 1, it follows that altogether M can be chosen in at most
2 my 1m20 m log
3 mq5m ? pm
2 s p1qo1..m2 ways.
Let us fix a maximal solvable completely reducible subgroup M of
 . < < 2.5m  .GL m, p . By Lemma 1.4 we have M F p and by Lemma 1.1 i any
completely reducible subgroup G of M can be generated by 1.5m ele-
ments. Therefore the number of completely reducible subgroups G of M
 2.5m.1.5m 4 m2is at most p - p . As each completely reducible solvable sub-
 .group of GL m, p is contained in a maximal one, we see that the total
 .number of completely reducible solvable subgroups of GL m, p is
4 m2 1qo1..m2 5qo1..m2  .bounded above by p ? p s p . This proves part i .
 .  .The proof of part ii using Corollary 1.2 is similar and is therefore
omitted.
 .  .If G is a primitive solvable subgroup of Sym n , then the socle Soc G
of G is abelian, and n s pm for some prime p. The stabilizer of a point
 .which is a maximal subgroup of G may be identified with an irreducible
 .  .subgroup H of GL m, p . Moreover, the conjugacy class of H in GL m, p
 .determines G up to conjugacy in Sym n .
 .Using Corollary 1.2 and Lemma 1.5 ii we immediately obtain the
following.
 .  .COROLLARY 1.6. i If G is a primiti¨ e sol¨ able subgroup of Sym n ,
 . ’then d G F c log nr log log n for some absolute constant c ) 0;
 .ii the number of conjugacy classes of primiti¨ e sol¨ able subgroups of
c log n r log log n’ .Sym n is at most n for some absolute constant c ) 0.
w xDixon and Kovacs 16 showed that for some « ) 0 there exist infinitelyÂ
many positive integers m such that not all irreducible solvable subgroups
 . ’of GL m, p can be generated by « mr log m elements. Therefore part
 .i of Corollary 1.6 is sharp up to a multiplicative constant.
 .As the following result shows, part ii of Corollary 1.6 is close to best
possible as well.
PROPOSITION 1.7. For some « ) 0 and for infinitely many positi¨ e inte-
gers n, the number of isomorphism classes of primiti¨ e sol¨ able subgroups of
 . « log n r log log nSym n is at least n .
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Proof. The proof consists of several stages.
 .We first claim that, if G is any group, then Sym m has at most
2 m2 log
2 mqlog m. transitive subgroups which are isomorphic to G. To show
< < w xthis we may assume G F m! and use a result from 44 , according to
< < 2 log mwhich a group G has at most G subgroups of index m. It follows
 .2 log m 2 m log 2 mthat G has at most m! F 2 subgroups of index m. Each
such subgroup gives rise to at most m!F 2 m log m transitive embeddings of
 .G in Sym m . The claim now readily follows.
k  . w xNext, fix a prime p and let m s p k G 1 . By Proposition 4.3 of 40 ,
 . ap m2 r log mthe number of transitive p-subgroups of Sym m is at least 2 ,
 .where a is some positive constant depending on p . Combining this withp
the above claim, it follows that the number of isomorphism classes of
 . bp m2 r log mtransitive p-subgroups P of Sym m is at least 2 , for some
positive constant b - a .p p
Choose such a group P and an odd prime r / p, such that p does not
w x  .divide r y 1. Then by Lemma 15.4 of 48 , the wreath product GL 1, r wrP
 .is an irreducible subgroup of GL m, r . It is clear that if P and Q are
 .non-isomorphic transitive subgroups of Sym m , then the corresponding
 .subgroups of GL m, r are also non-isomorphic.
Set n s r m, and let P, Q be as above. The irreducible subgroups
 .  .GL 1, r wrP and GL 1, r wrQ correspond to non-isomorphic primitive
 . solvable subgroups of Sym n in fact the Sylow p-subgroups of the latter
.groups are non-isomorphic . Taking, for example, r s 3, p s 5, k ª `, we
obtain our statement.
2. IRREDUCIBLE LINEAR GROUPS
The following useful result appears in a recent paper of Kantor and
w xGuralnick 18 .
LEMMA 2.1. E¨ery non-abelian finite simple group can be generated by
two subgroups of odd order.
LEMMA 2.2. A direct product of non-abelian simple groups can always be
generated by
 .i two subgroups of odd order;
 .ii two Sylow 2-subgroups.
 .  .Proof. Part i follows from Lemma 2.1. Part ii holds for simple
w xgroups by an earlier result of Guralnick 17 , and from this the general
case is immediate.
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Let us recall the definition and some basic properties of the generalized
 .  w x.Fitting subgroup F* G of a group G see Chapter 11 of 1 . A group H is
called quasisimple if it is a perfect central extension of a simple group L.
The components of a group are its subnormal quasisimple subgroups. The
 .layer E G of G is the subgroup generated by the components of G.
 .   ..The quotient E G rZ E G is a direct product of simple groups, say
L = ??? = L .1 k
 .The Fitting subgroup F G of G is the maximal nilpotent normal
subgroup of G.
 .  .  .The generalized Fitting subgroup of G is defined by F* G s E G ? F G .
  ..   ..It is well known that C F* G s Z F* G .G
 .LEMMA 2.3. The number of subgroups X of GL m, p such that X s
 .  . 15qo1..m2F* G for some irreducible subgroup G of GL m, p is at most p .
 .Proof. In view of part i of Lemma 1.5 it is clearly sufficient to show
 .  .that, if G F GL m, p is irreducible, then F* G can be generated by
 .three solvable completely reducible subgroups of GL m, p .
 .Suppose first that p s 2. By Lemma 2.2 i the factor group
Ä Ä .   ..E G rZ E G can be generated by two subgroups O and O of odd1 2
Ä Ä  .order. Let O and O be the inverse images of O and O in E G ,1 2 1 2
respectively. Then the groups O and O are solvable. Note that the group1 2
  ..Z E G has odd order, since it is completely reducible in characteristic 2.
It follows that the groups O , O have odd order. In particular, they are1 2
 .  .completely reducible by Maschke's theorem . The Fitting subgroup F G
 .is also completely reducible by Clifford's theorem . Finally, it is clear that
 .  .O , O , and F G generate F* G . This proves our statement for p s 2.1 2
 .The case p / 2 can be proved in a similar manner using part ii of
Lemma 2.2.
 .  .Let X be a subgroup of GL m, p with the property that X s F* G0
 .for some irreducible subgroup G F GL m, p . In what follows we are0
 .going to bound the number of irreducible subgroups G F GL m, p satis-
 .fying F* G s X. Let G be such a group. Then G is contained in the
 .normalizer N of X in GL m, p . Let t denote the number of isomorphism
 .mtypes of the irreducible direct summands of the vector space GF p as a
 .GF p X-module. By Clifford's theorem these summands have a common
dimension, say d, and a common multiplicity, say e. Then m s ted and the
 .  f .centralizer C of X in GL m, p is a direct sum of t copies of GL e, p ,
where f is some divisor of d.
Note that X can be identified with a completely reducible subgroup of
 .GL td, p . This fact, which will be used below, shows, roughly speaking,
that if C is large then X is small.
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We need some more notation which will be used throughout this
<  . <  .section. Let p , . . . , p be the prime divisors of F G , and set F s O G1 s i p i
 . f i1 F i F s . For i s 1, . . . , s denote by p the order of the Frattini factori
 .group F rF F . Note that, since G is irreducible in characteristic p, wei i
 .have O G s 1 and so p / p for all i. We havep i
s




A s Out E G = Out F . .  . .  i
is1
 .Then Out X is embedded in A.
Consider the group
H s X ? C.
Our main task will be to show that the p-subgroups of NrH are small.
 .Clearly NrH has an embedding into Out X , and therefore it has an
embedding into A. We need the following standard observations see,
w x.e.g., 39 .
 .   ..LEMMA 2.4. i There is a normal subgroup B of Out E G such that0
k  .   ..B is isomorphic to a subgroup of  Out L and Out E G rB has an0 js1 j 0
 .embedding into Sym k .
 .  .ii There is a normal subgroup B of Out F such that B is a p -groupi i i i
 .  .  .and Out F rB has an embedding into GL f , p i s 1, . . . , s .i i i i
w xWe will also use the following two results from 26 , the first of which is
a consequence of the Classification Theorem.
LEMMA 2.5. Let L be a non-abelian simple group and p a prime. Then L
< <has a sol¨ able p9-subgroup S such that S is at least as large as the p-part of
<  . <Out L .
 .LEMMA 2.6. Let D be a section of GL m, p , and suppose D is a direct
product of k non-abelian simple groups. Then k F mr2.
 .  .  .   ..Recall that E G is embedded in GL td, p , and that E G rZ E G (
L = ??? = L where L are non-abelian simple groups. Applying Lemma1 k i
2.6 we deduce that k F tdr2.
The proof of Theorem I rests upon the following.
< < 8 t dLEMMA 2.7. Let P be a p-subgroup of NrH. Then P F p .
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Proof. More generally we will prove that this holds for any p-subgroup
 .  .  .P of A. As F* G is embedded in GL td, p , the subgroup F G can be
 .regarded as a solvable completely reducible p9-subgroup of GL td, p . By
<  . < 2.25t d  .Lemma 1.4 we have F G F p . By Lemma 2.4 ii a p-subgroup Q ofi
 .  .Out F has an embedding into GL f , p . Now p / p and using Lemmai i i i
< < 2.25 f i < < 2.251.4 again we obtain Q F p F F . It follows that, if Q is ai i i
 . < < < < 2.25 <  . < 2.25 2.25.2 t dp-subgroup of  Out F , then Q F  F s F G F p .i i
  ..Consider now a p-subgroup Q of Out E G , and let B be as in0 0
 . < <Lemma 2.4. Then by Lemmas 2.4 i and 2.5, B l Q is bounded by the0 0
 .   ..maximal order of a solvable p9-subgroup of E G rZ E G . This in turn
 .is less than the maximal order of a solvable p9-subgroup of E G , which is
2.25t d < < 2.25t dat most p by Lemma 1.4. It follows that B l Q F p . Next, by0 0
 .  .Lemma 2.4 i , Q rB l Q has an embedding into Sym k . Since the0 0 0
 . k <order of a p-subgroup of Sym k is less than 2 , this yields Q rB l0 0
< kQ - p . However, we have already seen that k F tdr2, and so we have0
< < t d r2 < < t d r2q2.25 t d 2.75t dQ rB l Q - p . It follows that Q - p s p for every0 0 0 0
  ..p-subgroup Q of Out E G .0
Putting everything together we obtain
< < 2.25.
2 t d 2.75t d 8 t dP - p p - p ,
as required.
We can now prove the main result of this section.




w xProof. By a result of Aschbacher and Guralnick 2 , a group G can be
generated by a solvable subgroup S and an element g g G. Let S9 be a
Hall p9-subgroup of S, and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup of G which
contains a Sylow p-subgroup of S. It is clear that P, S9, and g together
generate G. We now estimate the number of irreducible subgroups G F
 .GL m, p by bounding the number of choices for P, S9, and g.
Clearly, S9 is completely reducible by Maschke's Theorem. Applying
 .part i of Lemma 1.5, we see that the number of choices for a subgroup
 . 5qo1..m2S9 F GL m, p as above is at most p . Furthermore, the number of
 . m2choices for the element g g GL m, p is of course at most p .
It remains to count the number of possibilities for P. By Lemma 2.3
15qo1..m2  .  .there are at most p choices for X s F* G F GL m, p . The
group X determines its normalizer N, which contains G. Next, N has at
most pm
2
Sylow p-subgroups Q, and each possible subgroup P as above is
contained in some Q.
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Now XeG, and therefore R s P l X is a Sylow p-subgroup of X.
Clearly we have R s Q l X, and Xe N implies ReQ. It follows that
Äonce X and Q are given, P is determined by the quotient group P s
ÄPrR F QrR s Q. From the description of the centralizer C we obtain
that
t t 2f d e td< <C F GL e, p F GL e, p F p . .  .
Ä< <Now Q equals the maximal order of a p-subgroup of NrX. Using
Lemma 2.7 and the fact that H s XC, we obtain
Ä 8 t d  e2q8 . t d< < < <Q F C p F p .
 .On the other hand we have C X F X, and therefore C l P F R. ItG
Äfollows that H l P s R, and by Lemma 2.7 P s PrH l P has order at
8 t d Ämost p . Therefore P can be generated by 8td elements. The number of
Ä Ä Ä 8 t d 8 e2q8 . t 2 d 2< <choices for such a subgroup P in Q is at most Q F p . This in
72 m2  .turn is bounded above by p as m s etd .
ÄIt follows that S9, g, X, Q, and P determine G. Putting everything










2 s p94qo1..m2 .
The result follows.
We note that the constant 94 in the theorem above can be reduced, and
no attempt is made here to optimize it.
 .It follows from Theorem 2.8 that, if L s GL m, p , then L has at most
< < cL irreducible subgroups, where c is a suitable constant. We do not know
 .  .whether the analogous statement for L s GL n, q q a prime power
holds. In another direction it seems possible that similar estimates can be
 .obtained for the number of completely reducible subgroups of GL n, q .
In fact, it would be interesting to decide whether the following far-
reaching extension of Theorem 2.8 holds.
Problem. Is it true that, if L is a finite group of Lie type in characteris-
 .tic p, then the number of subgroups G of L satisfying O G s 1 is atp
< < cmost L for some absolute constant c?
3. PRIMITIVE PERMUTATION GROUPS
Recall that the number of maximal subgroups of index n in a group of
 . w xG is denoted by m G . We will use the following recent estimate 35 .n
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 .LEMMA 3.1. For e¨ery « ) 0 there is a constant c s c « such that
 . 1.875q«m G F cn for all finite almost simple groups G and for all integers n.n
 .LEMMA 3.2. The number of conjugacy classes of subgroups F of Sym n
 .  .such that F s Soc G for some primiti¨ e subgroup G of Sym n is at
most n3qo1..
 4 rProof. Let V s 1, . . . , n . We have F ( L for some simple group L.
< < rIf F acts regularly on V then L s n. Hence there are at most log n
< < < <choices for r, and r determines L . Once L is given then by the
Classification Theorem we have at most two choices for L. It follows that
we have at most 2 log n choices for F up to conjugacy.
w xIf F is not regular then by the O'Nan]Scott theorem 25 we may
assume that L is non-abelian and one of the following holds.
 .i Diagonal action: for a g V, F is the direct product of l diago-a
nal subgroups of Lm where lm s r ;
 .  .ii wreath action: G F G wr Sym r in product action of degree0
r  .n s n , where G is primitive on V of degree n , and Soc G ( L.0 0 0 0 0
 . < < lmy1.  .In case i we have n s L , which implies l m y 1 F log n. As
 .above the number of choices for l m y 1 and for L is at most 2 log n.
 .Given l m y 1 F log n we have at most log n choices for l, and therefore
at most 2 log2 n choices for F up to conjugacy.
 . r  .In case ii the conjugacy class of F s L in Sym V is determined by
 .that of G in Sym V . There are at most log n choices for n . The group0 0
 . w x  .G F Sym V is almost simple and by Lemma 2.3 of 12 , Sym n has at0 0 0
 6 .most O n log n almost simple subgroups up to isomorphism. We0 0
 6 .conclude that G can be chosen in at most O n log n ways as an0 0 0
abstract group.
Suppose that G is fixed up to isomorphism. Lemma 3.1 implies that G0 0
has at most cn2 non-equivalent primitive representations of degree n , for0 0
 3 6 .some absolute constant c. Hence there are O n log n possibilities for0 0
 .the conjugacy class of G in Sym V . It follows that in this case we have0 0
3qo1.at most n choices for F up to conjugacy. The proof is complete.
 .  .Let G be a maximal primitive subgroup of Sym n . Then G s N F ,Symn.
 .where F s Soc G . Moreover, the conjugacy class of F determines the
conjugacy class of G. In view of Lemma 3.2 we therefore obtain the
following.
COROLLARY 3.3. The number of conjugacy classes of maximal primiti¨ e
 . 3qo1.subgroups of Sym n is at most n .
log 3 n w xThis improves an earlier n bound given by Babai 6 . We note that
 w x.the bound in Corollary 3.3 can still be improved see 29 .
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It follows from the preceding discussion that F is the product of r
 .simple groups, for some r F 2m n .
 . rLEMMA 3.4. Let F be a transiti¨ e subgroup of Sym n such that F s L
 .where L is a non-abelian simple group. For N s N F , denote by O theSymn.
subgroup of N normalizing each of the simple factors of F, and let C s
 .C F . ThenSymn.
 .  .i NrO has an embedding into Sym r ;
Ä 2 .ii O s OrF has order at most n ;
Ä Ä .iii if S is a sol¨ able subgroup of NrF such that S intersects tri¨ ially
Ä Ä Ä 3< <with CFrF, then the rank of S is at most 4 r, and O ? S F n .
Proof. The normalizer N acts on the simple factors of F by conjuga-
 .tion and the kernel of this action is O. This proves i .
 .Now, O contains the direct product of C s C F , and F, and theSymn.
 .  . rfactor group Or C = F is clearly isomorphic to a subgroup of Out L .
Let m denote the minimal degree of a non-trivial permutation representa-
w x <  . <tion of L. As noted in 3 , we have Out L F m. Furthermore we have
r  w x. <  . r < rm F n see, e.g., 22, pp. 177]178 . Thus Out L F m s n, and it
<  . <follows that Or C = F F n. Now, since F is transitive, its centralizer C
< <is semiregular, and therefore C F n. It follows that
< < < < < < 2OrF s Or C = F ? C F n , .
 .proving part ii .
ÄÄ ÄThe group OSrO is embedded in NrO; hence it is isomorphic to a
 . w xsolvable subgroup of Sym r . By a result of Dixon 15 , solvable subgroups
 ry1.r3 ÄÄ Ä  ry1.r3 r . < <of Sym r have order at most 24 . Thus OSrO F 24 - 5 . As
noted above we have mr F n. It is also clear that m G 5, and so 5r F n.
ÄÄ Ä Ä Ä< <  . < <We conclude that OSrO F n. Using part ii we now obtain O ? S F
Ä 3< <n O F n .
ÄÄ Ä  .  .Finally, OSrO F Sym r and the rank of any subgroup of Sym r is less
Ä Ä Ä w x.  .than r see, e.g., 20 . It follows that the rank of Sr S l O is less than r.
Ä Ä r .  .Now, S l O has an embedding into Out L . However, the rank of Out L
 w x.  . ris at most 3 as observed, e.g., in 13, 29 , and so Out L has rank at most
Ä Ä Ä3r. It follows that the rank of S l O is at most 3r, and so the rank of S is
at most 4 r, as required. This completes the proof.
 .Proof of Theorem I. Let G be a primitive subgroup of Sym n .
 . mCase i . G has abelian socle. In this case n s p for some m and
 .  .GrSoc G may be identified with an irreducible subgroup H of GL m, p .
 .Moreover, the conjugacy class of G in Sym n is determined by the
subgroup H. By Theorem 2.8 we have at most pcm
2 F ncmn. choices for G
up to conjugacy.
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 . rCase ii . Suppose that G has a non-abelian socle F s L . By Lemma
3qo1.  .3.2, F can be chosen in at most n ways in Sym n up to conjugacy.
 .Clearly we have F F G F N s N F , and once F is given G isSymn.
Äuniquely determined by the factor group G s GrF. By a result of
Ä Äw xAschbacher and Guralnick 2 , the group G has a solvable subgroup S and
Ä Äan element g such that G is generated by S and g.Ä Ä
Ä .  .Now, G l C F s C F s 1, and therefore S l CFrF s 1. LetSymn. G
 .  .  .m s m n . As noted earlier, we have r F 2m. Using parts i and ii of
< < 2 2 .2 mLemma 3.4 we obtain that NrF F n r!F n 2m . Therefore g can beÄ
2 .2 mchosen in at most n 2m ways.
ÄIt remains to bound the number of choices for S, assuming F is given.
As in Lemma 3.4, denote by O the subgroup of N normalizing the simple
Ä ÄÄ Äfactors of F, and let O s OrF. Then OSrO can be identified with a
 . w x  .subgroup of Sym r . By 40, 3.3 the total number of subgroups of Sym r is
at most 241r6qo1.. r
2
, and this in turn is bounded above by nbm where b is
some absolute constant. Therefore there are at most nbm choices for the
ÄÄ ÄÄ 3 Ä< <group OS. By Lemma 3.4, OS F n , and S is generated by 4 r elements.
ÄÄ 3 4 r 12 r 24m Ä< <  .Therefore, given OS , we have at most n s n F n choices for S.
 .Altogether it follows that the number of choices for G in case ii is at
most
2 m3qo1. 2 bm 24m cmn n 2m n n F n , .
where c is a suitable constant. Theorem I follows.
4. MAXIMAL SUBGROUP GROWTH
In this section we will need some easy consequences of a well-known
w xtheorem of Cameron 14, 6.1 .
LEMMA 4.1. A primiti¨ e permutation group of degree n not containing
c n’ .Alt n has order at most n for some absolute constant c.
LEMMA 4.2. Let G be a primiti¨ e permutation group of degree n such that
 .G does not in¨ol¨ e Alt k as a composition factor for any k ) k . Then0
< < c log n  .G F n for some constant c depending on k .0
 4We use these results to bound the maximal subgroup growth m of an
finitely generated infinite group G.
 .Let N d, n denote the number of conjugacy classes of d-generatedprim
 .primitive subgroups of Sym n . Any maximal subgroup of index n in G
 .  .determines a primitive subgroup of Sym n in a natural way. Let M nG
denote the maximal order of such a primitive image of G.
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LEMMA 4.3. Let G be a d-generated group. Then
dm G F n ? N d , n M n . .  .  .n prim G
Proof. Every maximal subgroup H of index n in G gives rise to a
 .homomorphism f : G ª Sym n with a d-generated primitive image, say
P. Let us agree that the coset H corresponds to the letter 1. Then H is
 .determined by f as the stabilizer of 1 and each maximal subgroup H
 .  .gives rise to n y 1 ! distinct though equivalent homomorphisms. There-
 .  .fore m G is bounded by the number of choices for f divided by n y 1 !.n
 .The number of choices for P is at most n!N d, n , and given P thereprim
< < d  .dare at most P F M n possibilities for the homomorphism f. We seeG
 .  .dthat the number of choices for f cannot exceed n!N d, n M n . Theprim G
result follows.
Proof of Corollary II. If G is a finitely generated group with a bound
on the degrees of its alternating upper composition factors, then by
 . c0 log nLemma 4.2, G satisfies M n F n . On the other hand, by Theorem IG
 . c1 log nwe have N d, n F n . Using Lemma 4.3 we conclude that Gprim
satisfies
dc log n c log n c log n1 0m G F n ? n n F n , .  .  .n
 .where c s c d q c q 1. This proves part i . The second part is proved in0 1
a similar manner, with Lemma 4.2 replaced by Lemma 4.1.
 .EXAMPLE 4.4. Fix a large prime p, and for k G 2 let G s PSL k, p .k
Let t s 2 k 2 and let G be the cartesian product of the groups G , wherek k
 .G occurs with multiplicity t . Let D H denote the number of generatingk k
w x tpairs in a group H. By Hall 19 , the cartesian power H is 2-generated
 . <  . <provided t F D H rAut H . Recent estimates of generation probabilities
 w x.of classical groups by two randomly chosen elements see 21, 28 show
 .  .that, for large p, t - D G rAut G . Therefore, by suitably choosing p,k k k
we can assume that Gtk are 2-generated for all k, and it follows that G is ak
2-generated profinite group.
Fix k G 2 and let M - G be a parabolic subgroup of index n sk k k
 k .  .p y 1 r p y 1 . By considering cartesian products similar to G, with
M replacing G in a single coordinate, we see that G has at least tk k k
 .y2 k 2maximal subgroups of index n . Let c s log p . Then t s 2 sk k
 k 2 log 2 p.c  k .log p k .c k k c log nk2 s p . Since p ) n we see that t G n for all k.k k
 . c log nWe conclude that m G G n for infinitely many n. Since G has non
alternating upper composition factors, it follows that the bound obtained
 .  .in part i of Corollary II is sharp up to the value of the constant .
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Remark. Using Lemma 3.2 it is easy to see that the number of
 .conjugacy classes of d-generated primitive groups in Sym n having non-
abelian socle is at most ncd log log n. The results of this paper and those of
w x  . cd35, 12 suggest that even the stronger inequality N d, n F n mightprim
hold. In view of Lemma 4.3 this would be a rather useful result.
5. ORDERS OF PRIMITIVE GROUPS
In this section we will extend a well-known result of Babai, Cameron
 .  .and Palfy: Alt d -free primitive groups in Sym n have order bounded by aÂ
w xpolynomial in n. Our proof heavily relies on the results of 8 . In particular
we need the following.
LEMMA 5.1. Let G be a permutation group of degree n. If G has no
 . < < ny1  .composition factors isomorphic to Alt d for d ) k, then G F k k G 6 .
We will also refer to the affine case of the Babai]Cameron]PalfyÂ
theorem in the following form.
 .LEMMA 5.2. Let G be a completely reducible subgroup of GL m, q , q a
 . < < cmprime power. If G is Alt d -free, then G F q where c depends on d.
To prove Theorem III we need the following intermediate result.
 .LEMMA 5.3. Let G be a primiti¨ e subgroup of Sym n , and let N be an
 . < < cAlt d -free normal subgroup of G. Then N F n where c depends on d.
Proof. If the socle F of G is abelian of order pm, then NFrF is a
normal subgroup of GrF, and GrF can be identified with an irreducible
 .subgroup of GL m, p . Therefore NFrF is completely reducible. In this
case our statement follows from Lemma 5.2.
Otherwise F s Lr is a direct product of isomorphic non-abelian simple
groups. We have n G mr, where m G 5 is the minimal degree of a
non-trivial permutation representation of L, and therefore r F log n.5
Let O denote the subgroup of G normalizing each of the simple factors
< <of F. Then, as in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we obtain that OrF F n. Now,
 .the quotient NOrO has an embedding into Sym r , and using Lemma 5.1
< < r log 5 d  .we obtain that NOrN F d F n for d G 5 . Therefore, in order to
prove our lemma, it suffices to show that the order of F is polynomially
bounded in n.
This is clear if F is regular or if G is of diagonal type in which case we
< < ky1. l .have r s kl and n s L for some k G 2 . Otherwise F, the unique
minimal normal subgroup of G, is contained in N, and this implies that L
 . < < cis Alt d -free. By the Babai]Cameron]Palfy Theorem we have L F mÂ
c r c< <  .where c depends on d, and therefore F F m F n as required.
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LEMMA 5.4. For e¨ery integer d G 5 there is a number a - 1 depending
on d such that, for any non-abelian finite simple group L, e¨ery proper
 . < < aAlt d -free subgroup S of L has order at most L .
Proof. It suffices to consider alternating groups and groups of Lie type.
For alternating groups our statement follows from Lemma 5.1.
Suppose that L is a classical group of sufficiently large Lie rank. Let n
and q denote the dimension and the field size for which L is a classical
’<  . < < <matrix group, and let p be the prime dividing q. Now O S - Lp
’< <because the Sylow p-subgroup of L has order less than L . The factor
 .group SrO S may be viewed as a completely reducible linear groupp
acting on the direct sum of the composition factors of the natural module
of L, considered as an S-module. Using Lemma 5.2 we conclude that
<  . < cn < < b n2SrO S F q , where c depends on d. But L ) q for some absolutep
3r4cn’< < < < < <constant b ) 0, and so S F L q - L for n G 4crb.
  .Finally, for simple groups L of d-bounded Lie rank including Alt d -free
.groups and exceptional groups , the Babai]Cameron]Palfy Theorem im-Â
< < aplies that every proper subgroup of L has order at most L for some
a - 1, depending on our bound for the Lie rank.
The lemma is proved.
 .LEMMA 5.5. If a group G has an Alt d -free subgroup of index n, then G
 . chas an Alt d -free normal subgroup of index at most n , where c depends
on d.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to consider the case when G has no non-
 .trivial Alt d -free normal subgroups. In this case the socle F of G is a
direct product of non-abelian simple groups, say F s L = ??? = L , where1 t
 .the simple groups L are not Alt d -free, and G has an embedding intoi
 .Aut F . Now, G acts on the simple factors of F, and the kernel O of this
 .  .action has an embedding into Aut L = ??? = Aut L . Let H be an1 t
 .Alt d -free subgroup of F of maximal order. Then H s H = ??? = H ,1 t
 .  .where H is a maximal Alt d -free subgroup of L 1 F i F t . Now, H isi i i
  . .a proper subgroup of L as L is not Alt d -free . It follows from Lemmai i
< < < < a5.4 that H F L for 1 F i F t, where a - 1 depends on d. Thereforei i
< < < < a < < < <1ya < < < < bH - F , and so F : H - F . This yields F - F : H , where b s
 .y1  .1 y a . Now, since G has an Alt d -free subgroup of index at most n,
< <the same holds for each subgroup of G. This shows that F : H F n; hence
< < bF - n .
Furthermore, using again the fact that for a non-abelian simple group L,
<  . < w xOut L is less than the index of any proper subgroup 3 , we obtain that
< <OrF F n. It is also clear that the number of simple factors t is at most
 .log n. Now, the group GrO has an embedding into Sym t , and it has an5
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 .Alt d -free subgroup of index at most n. Using Lemma 5.1 we obtain
< < t 1qlog 5 dGrO F n ? d F n .
Putting everything together we conclude that
< < < < < < < < 2q log 5 dqbG F GrO ? OrF ? F F n .
The proof is complete.
Theorem III is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5.
< < < S <Corollary IV follows from Theorem III, as G : G F n .S .
6. ORDERS OF TRANSITIVE GROUPS
In this section we prove Theorems V and VI, and Corollary VII. We
start with
 .LEMMA 6.1. Let G be a transiti¨ e subgroup of Sym n which has an
 .  .cAlt d -free subgroup H of index k. Then the exponent of G is at most kn ,
where c depends on d.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. If G is primitive then
the result follows from Theorem III.
Otherwise G has a non-trivial system of blocks of imprimitivity. Choos-
ing the number of blocks m to be minimal, we may assume that G acts as
 .a primitive subgroup H of Sym m on the set of blocks. Let K denote the
kernel of this action. If K s 1 then G ( H and H is primitive of degree
m - n, so the result holds by our induction hypothesis.
Otherwise let t G 2 denote the size of an orbit of K. Let L denote the
 .transitive subgroup of Sym t induced by K on one of its orbits; since K is
 .normal in the transitive group G, L is up to permutation equivalence
independent of the choice of orbit of K. Note that mt F n.
 .Let k denote the smallest index of an Alt d -free subgroup of H, and1
 .let k denote the smallest index of an Alt d -free subgroup of L. As L is a2
quotient of K and GrK ( H, it is easy to see that k k F k holds. By1 2
 .cinduction, L has exponent at most k t . As K is a subdirect product of2
 .cnrt copies of L, it also has exponent at most k t . By Theorem III, H2
 .chas exponent at most k m . We conclude that the exponent of G is at1
c c c .  .  .most k m k t F kn , as required.1 2
w xWe need the following observation from 43 .
LEMMA 6.2. If G is a product of at most b cyclic groups, then G is
 .Alt d -free where d depends on b.
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We prove Theorem V in the following equivalent form.
 .THEOREM V9. If G is a transiti¨ e subgroup of Sym n such that the
< < cpoint-stabilizer G is a product of b cyclic groups, then G F n where ca
depends on d.
 .Proof. By the previous lemma, G is Alt d -free, where d depends ona
b. Lemma 6.1 implies that G has exponent at most nc, where c depends on
d, hence on b. Write G s C ??? C where C are cyclic subgroups of G.a 1 b i
< < c  c.b bcThen C F n for each i, and this yields G F n s n . But theni a
bcq1< < < < < <G s G : G G F n . The theorem is proved.a a
We start the proof of Theorem VI by showing that solvable groups of
 .rank r can be decomposed as a product of O r log r cyclic groups.
LEMMA 6.3. Let G be a finite nilpotent group of rank r. Then G is a
u v .product of at most r log r q 2 cyclic groups.
Proof. Let P be a p-group of rank r. By a result of Lubotzky and
w x r  u log r vq1.Mann 31 , P has a powerful subgroup H of index at most p . By
w xanother result from 31 , a powerful group of rank r is the product of at
u v .most r cyclic groups. Therefore P is the product of at most r log q 2r
 w xcyclic groups see 31 for the definition and further properties of powerful
.groups .
A nilpotent group G of rank r is a direct product of its Sylow subgroups
P = ??? = P . If C , . . . , C are cyclic subgroups of P , . . . , P then1 t 1 t 1 t
C = ??? = C is a cyclic subgroup of G. It follows that G is a product of at1 t
u v .most r log r q 2 cyclic subgroups.
We need the following standard description of solvable groups with a
trivial Frattini subgroup.
 .LEMMA 6.4. Let G be a finite sol¨ able group, and suppose that F G s 1.
 .Then F G is a direct product of minimal elementary abelian normal
 .subgroups, say F G s E = ??? = E . The conjugation action defines an1 t
 .  .  .embedding of GrF G into Aut E = ??? = Aut E .1 t
We can now prove
LEMMA 6.5. Let G be a sol¨ able group of rank r. Then G is the product of
 .O r log r cyclic subgroups.
 .  .Proof. Suppose first that F G s 1, and let E 1 F i F t be as ini
Lemma 6.4. Then E , . . . , E can be regarded as linear spaces over1 t
.suitable prime fields , and dim E F r for all r. In view of Lemma 6.4, wei
 .can regard GrF G as a subdirect product of solvable linear groups in
dimension r.
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w xDenote the derived length of G by l. By a result of M. F. Newman 36 ,
the derived length of a solvable linear group in dimension r is at most
 .  .5rlog 9 log r q 6. Applying this for GrF G , and using the fact that
 .  .F G is abelian, we see that, l F 5rlog 9 log r q 7.
Now, an abelian group of rank r is clearly the product of at most r cyclic
groups. It easily follows that G is a product of at most rl cyclic groups.
 .Since rl s O r log r , this confirms our statement for solvable groups with
a trivial Frattini subgroup.
Ä  .In the general case we argue as follows. Let G s GrF G . Then
Ä Ä .  .F G s 1, and so by the above discussion G is a product of O r log r
 .cyclic subgroups. Now, the Frattini subgroup F G is nilpotent, and so
u v .using Lemma 6.3 we can express it as a product of r log r q 2 cyclic
groups. The required conclusion now follows for G.
To prove Theorem VI in general we will use the following lemma
w xfrom 47 .
LEMMA 6.6. Let G be a finite group of rank r. Then G has a series of
normal subgroups G eG eG such that2 1
 . < <i GrG is r-bounded;1
 .ii G rG ( L = ??? = L where k F r, and for 1 F i F k the group1 2 1 k
L is a simple group of Lie type of r-bounded Lie rank;i
 .iii G is sol¨ able.2
Proof of Theorem VI. We want to show that a finite group G is a
product of b cyclic groups, where b is bounded in terms of the rank r of
G. In view of the preceding lemmas it is clearly sufficient to consider the
case where G itself is a simple group of Lie type, whose Lie rank is
bounded in terms of r. Consider the Bruhat decomposition G s BNB of
 .G. We have Nr B l N s W, where W is the corresponding Weyl group.
Since the order of W is bounded above in terms of Lie rank of G, we see
<  . <that Nr B l N is r-bounded. Now, the Borel subgroup B is solvable,
 .and so by Lemma 6.5 it is the product of O r log r cyclic groups. The
result follows.
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